We are hiring!

QA Engineer

Permanent employee, full-time, immediately – Berlin.

Your tasks
- You create wholistic test strategies for a solution that comprises of IoT hardware, communication and the SaaS user application. The strategy is based on the UX/UI’s designer specification, the user stories and your profound knowledge about system behaviors.
- You design and build specific test scenarios and integration tests for the SaaS software.
- You help your fellow developers implementing automated and manual tests.
- You report found issues in a structured way so the product team and the developers are able make decisions on how to deal with those issues.
- You also are designing end-to-end test and are collaborating with the operations team to implement those tests.
- You are responsible for the list of problems reported by the operations team, the customers and the delivery team.
- You are consulting the product owner on priorities regarding bug fixing and problem solving.
- You are helping estimating the delivery team’s work load.

Your skills
- Familiar with Vue, TypeScript, CSS, Kotlin
- Familiar with Intellij and / or VS Code
- Capable of creating test script in a preferred language
- Good communicator.
- Hands on mentality when facing problems and new tasks
- You have previous experience in the testing of business applications, working in a SaaS is a plus.
- Ideally you have experience with software in the energy market used by technical personnel.
- You are familiar with modern technologies and design patterns
- There is a basic understanding of agile development processes (Scrum, Kanban)
- You feel comfortable communicating in English, German is a big plus
- You are curious and keep yourself up-to-date, you like to learn about new technologies and patterns

You can find out more about your career opportunities in our company on the next page.
### Your benefits

- Your work makes the difference – you are not a minor part of a larger enterprise level software but pivotal.
- Direct contact to the product team and the opportunity to participate in customer-centric activities if wanted.
- Working from home is no problem as long as results are achieved. It is our strong belief, that collaborating on site increases the team's quality and spirit.
- We inherit a lean startup environment. Your feedback helps strengthen the team and thus the product quality.

---

**About NeoMonitor** | FP NeoMonitor GmbH is a new founded 100% subsidiary of Francotyp Postalia. We set out with our team to deliver customer value and grow by applying lean startup and agile principles. The offerings will be aligned with market demand and their value proposition realized through customer-centric validation.

**Please send us your application, stating your earliest possible starting date and your salary expectations, via e-mail to** [personal@neomonitor.de](mailto:personal@neomonitor.de)

---

**FP NeoMonitor GmbH**

Ritterstraße 24-27

10969 Berlin